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Summary
production of cups and platters stamped with a maker's
mark. The full range of products is surprisingly varied,
with some types unique to Wherstead, including copies of
glass bowls, apparently an example of local
experimentation stimulated by new Roman material.

Ditches of late Iron Age and Roman date, probably
enclosing a settlement, were found in a small gravel
extraction area on Bourne Hill, Wherstead. Two twinflued Roman pottery kilns, in use sometime between 50
and 70, were excavated in and adjacent to ditches. This is
one of the few sites in Britain with good evidence for the
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Figure 2 Prehistoric and Roman sites in Wherstead

Resume
Des fosses datant de 1' age de fer tardif et de la periode
romaine ont ete decouverts dans une zone limitee
d' extraction de graviers a Boume Hill pres de la petite ville
de Wherstead. 11 est probable que ces fosses delimitaient
des habitations. Plus precisement, ce sont deux fours en
terre formes de deux conduits, en usage entre les annees
50 et 70 ap. J.-C. qui furent exhumes des fosses ou de leur

voisinage. 11 s'agit la de l'un des quelques sites anglais qui
offrent des preuves certaines d'une fabrication de tasses et
de plats portant la marque de !'artisan. La production
decouverte est d'une diversite remarquable et comporte
quelques objets propres a Wherstead, comme des bols en
verre, qui sont apparemment un exemple d'experimentation
locale, favorisee par des mareriaux romains nouveaux.

Zusammenfassung
gute Belege fiir die Produktion von Tassen und Schalen
mit Herstellerkennzeichnung liefert. Es wurden
erstaunlich viele unterschiedliche Objekte gefunden.
Einige dieser Objekte sind rein auf Wherstead beschrankt,
so etwa nachgeahmte Glasschiisseln, die offenbar
Beispiele fiir lokale Experimente mit neuen romischen
Materialien darstellten.

In einem kleinen, in Boume Hill, Wherstead, gelegenen
Kiesgewinnungsgebiet wurden Graben aus der spaten
Eisenzeit und der Romerzeit gefunden, die wahrscheinlich
eine Siedlung umgaben. In und urn die Graben wurden
zwei romische Brennofen mit jeweils zwei Abziigen
freigelegt, die zwischen 50 und 70 n. Chr. benutzt wurden.
Boume Hill ist eine der wenigen britischen Statten, die

viii

Chapter 1. Introduction
I. Location: Topography and Geology
(Figs 1-2)
3.

The excavation was at TM 158 413 and is listed in the
Suffolk Sites and Monuments Record as WHR 037. It is
situated on the top of a spur known as Boume Hill
overlooking the Orwell estuary to the east with
Belstead Brook to the north west. The site lies between 30
and 35m OD. The soils in this area are shown as
glacio-fluvial drift (571x on the Soil Survey map, 'Soils of
Eastern England'), loamy and sandy soils over gravel.

4.
5.

6.

II. Archaeological Background
Numerous prehistoric and Roman sites are recorded on the
high ground to the south of the excavation. These include
Bronze Age barrows (all reduced to ring ditches), fairly
frequent finds of Iron Age pottery and at least one
substantial Roman site within one and a half kilometres.
Many of the Iron Age and Roman finds are in a similar
location on the hilltop spurs above the Orwell estuary.

7.
8.
9.
10.

Archaeological sites recorded in the vicinity
(Fig. 2)
References in parentheses are to the Suffolk Sites and
Monuments Record.
1. The 1989 excavation. Roman pottery sherds were
found here in about 1920 and in 1947 in road widening
(WHR 003, 037).
2. Part of an enclosure was identified on an aerial
photograph, to the east of the excavation (WHR 015).
A print examined in Colchester Museum (in the

11.
12.
13.

1

R. Farrands collection) is probably the photograph in
question. It shows unclear marks which do not relate
to the excavation results.
Crop-mark of a ring ditch, c. 30m in diameter, now
destroyed (WHR 026).
Indistinct crop-marks, possibly a sinuous trackway
(WHR032).
Ring ditch, diameter 16m, excavated in 1980. A
small pit was found outside the ring which contained
Iron Age pottery and there was a general scatter of
mainly Iron Age sherds (WHR 027).
Ring ditch, diameter 30m, excavated in 1980. Sherds
of Grooved Ware were found within the ring. There
were Iron Age and Roman sherds in the upper fill of
the ditch (WHR 028).
Prehistoric pits and ditches were found on a pipeline
watching brief in 1991. Some contained Iron Age
pottery, some were possibly earlier in date (WHR 040).
Roman coins found before 1893 (WHR 013).
Soil-mark of a possible large rectilinear enclosure
(WHR039).
Crop-mark of double ditched trackway. It was
sectioned in 1991 and produced a few hand-made,
probably Iron Age pottery sherds (WHR 021). A
further trackway and a possible square enclosure lie to
the south (WHR 031).
Roman pottery sherds and animal bones found in 1882
(WHR009).
Roman pottery found in 1945 (WHR 012).
Crop-marks of rectilinear enclosures and possible
buildings. Roman finds since 1985 include a small late
3rd-century coin hoard (WHR 030).
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Figure 3 Plan of the excavation, south part. Scale 1: 400
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Chapter 2. The Excavation
scrapers and five cores were found as well as about 250
flakes.

I. Background
In October 1989, a planning application for ballast
extraction on an area of about 8,000 square metres at the
top of Bourne Hill prompted the excavation, by Suffolk
County Council Archaeological Service, of six trial
because of the records of Roman pottery
previously found here. These showed evidence for one late
Iron Age or early Roman ditch (0024, part of0058), another
ditch (0008, part of 0065) and a number of indistinct
probably natural features. Finds included late Neolithic,
Age, Roman and middle Saxon pottery. Following this
1t was agreed that the area would be stripped of topsoil
under archaeological supervision so that a plan of all
features could be recovered plus very limited excavation
of key elements. This took place in December 1989. Due
to the density of features in the central area including the
pottery kilns, the excavation was extended for a week into
January 1990.
The trial trenches also showed that there was a brown
silty soil horizon between the modem ploughsoil and the
natural sand in which archaeological features were not
visible. This subsoil contained post-medieval material
(tile, pottery and clay pipe fragments) throughout its depth.
It was, therefore, necessary to mechanically remove up to
lm of soil to expose the underlying sand and
Stripping was done in two spits
with metal-detectmg of the intervening surface. All
exposed surfaces, excavated areas and spoil heaps were
also metal-detected during the excavation.
were planned when they were exposed by
machmmg. They were only allocated context numbers if
there were associated surface finds. It became obvious that
numerous irregular pale features were glacial 'frost
polygons' and these were not planned. Excavation was
restricted to single sections of most of the ditches, often at
junctions. This reliance on surface material and a few
makes all the finds-based dating evidence very
msecure. The pottery kilns were more completely
excavated and post-excavation work has also concentrated
on the kiln groups.
The complete site archive of finds, site records and
post-excavation analysis records is currently held by
Suffolk County Council Archaeological Service at Bury St
Edmunds.

ill. Iron Age and Early Roman (Phases 1 and 2)
(Figs 3, 5, 6)
The excavation was crossed by eight east to west and three
north to south ditches, the majority of which contained late
Age or 1st-century Roman material. Presumably the
d1tches formed part of rectangular enclosures which
extended well beyond the excavated area. The very slight
curve to the south at the west end of ditch 0059 might have
been a corner, suggesting that the south part of the
excavated site was enclosed on the crest of Bourne Hill.
The pottery kilns and pit 0071 obscured several crucial
earlier intersections. Combined with the very small amount
of excavation (single small sections across each ditch), this
makes the detailed chronology extremely tentative. The
finds evidence for each feature is summarised in Table 1.
A group of three parallel ditches, 0059, 0058 and 0064,
could have been either a contemporary system or a series
of replacement single boundaries with 0051 at the end of
the sequence. The three diminished in size from north to
south: 0064 was 2.70m wide, with a surviving depth of
0.85m, 0058 (section 0024) was 2.20m wide and 0.90m
deep and 0059 was 1.70m wide and 0.70m deep (Fig.6).
All three contained a coarser gravelly sand primary fill. In
each case the finds included a majority of hand-made Iron
Age fabrics and some local Belgic wheel-thrown sherds.
Ditches 0064 and 0059 also produced a small number of
probably intrusive later Roman pieces.
A second group of east to west ditches was
stratigraphically early and lay about 20m to the south of
0059. Ditch 0077 was parallel to and close to ditch 0072
and it seems likely that one replaced the other. Ditch 0072
was the smaller - LOOm wide and 0.36m deep - and
produced no finds. Ditch 0077 was 1.80m wide and 0.70m
deep, narrowing sharply for its easternmost 2.70m length
(0076) to 1.30m wide. In plan it appears that ditch 0077
bent slightly north and then narrowed into 0076 to form an
entrance gap with ditch 0041. However, ditch 0041 was
much smaller (0.50m wide and 0.20m deep) than 0077 and
have been closer in date to pit 0071. The pottery from
0077/0076 was predominantly hand-made Iron Age
(F1g. 10, Nos 2-4) with some Belgic pieces.
Ditch 0076/0077 was cut by both the north-south
ditches 0031 and 0036. In plan it appeared that ditch
0031 was later than ditch 0036. Ditch 0031 also cut ditch
0072 but no relationship was established between 0036
and 0072, and the junction between ditches 0031 and
0041 was destroyed by pit 0071. Ditch 0031 was 1.80m
wide with a charcoal-rich sandy fill but no section was
recorded. To the north it ended against the east-west
ditch 0059. Ditch 0036 was narrower, at most 1.40m
wide and very shallow; the north end of it was lost in the
mechanical soil stripping.

IT. Earlier Prehistoric
(Fig.3)
No features can be securely dated as earlier than the Iron
Age but sherds of late Neolithic Grooved Ware pottery
were found in trial trenches 0003 and 0006, several of them
from
0008 across a Roman ditch. A shallow pit,
0060, m the same area of the site, also produced a
prehistoric sherd and struck flint flakes. Worked flint was
widespread across the site but the circumstances of the
excavation resulted in relatively poor recovery - four

3

Feature

Sub-context

Pottery (sherds)

Other finds and comments

Late Iron Age hand-made (1)
Mise. coarse wares (7)
Mise. coarse wares (10)
Iron Age flint temper (13)
Late Iron Age hand-made (10)
Mise. coarse wares (33)
Post-medieval glazed ( 1)
Iron Age flint temper ( 1)
Late Iron Age hand-made (4)
1st-century coarse wares (4)
White fabrics (3)
Oxford ware mortarium
Iron Age flint temper ( 1)
Late Iron Age hand-made (8)
1st-century coarse wares (3)
Sarnian Drag 27 Central Gaul
No finds
Iron Age flint temper (1)
Late Iron Age hand-made (18)
1st-century coarse wares (4)

Surface finds only, probable mixing with 0031

Phase 1
0036
0041
0058

0018,0024

0059

0064

0072
0077

0076,0077

Cam 8/24 platter. Finds may derive from pit 0071
Sectioned in trial trench 000 I
Includes butt beaker
Intrusive
Single excavated section plus surface finds

Presumed intrusive
Single excavated section plus surface finds
Includes Cam form 266
Presumed intrusive
Single excavated section
Two vessels, see Fig. 10

Phase la
0031

0031, 0035

0042

Late Iron Age hand-made (8)
1st-century coarse wares (74)
Amphora, Dressel 2-4 (1)
Sarnian Drag 18R South Gaul
1st-century coarse wares (24)

Also: Coins 0104 (Claudian), 0114 (lA)- both probably 0031; Brooch
0105 (Colchester type)
Pottery includes forms Cam 218A, Cam 219, Cam 266
Mixed with ditch 0036

Phase2
0051

All excavated sections contained kiln products - no primary deposit finds

Phase3
0065

0008,0010

0065
0069

Late Neolithic Grooved Ware (5)
Iron Age flint temper (2)
Late Iron Age hand-made (5)
Roman coarse wares (39)
All kiln products
1st-century coarse wares (1)

Section in trial trench 0003

Surface and section near kiln 0079
Surface find north end of site

Table 1 Finds from the ditches by phase

Although ditch 0036 appeared to be stratigraphically
earlier than 0031, there were several Roman grey ware
sherds among the few pieces found in it. Ditch 0031
contained mainly wheel-thrown Belgic-type local wares
and included imported wares- a samian form Drag 18R
from South Gaul of probably Neronian or Flavian date and
a Dressel 2-4 wine amphora (Peacock and Williams 1986,
Class 10, from various western Mediterranean sources,
date range 1st century BC to mid 2nd century AD). There
were also metal finds - a Colchester type brooch (Fig. 8,
No.l) and probably two coins, one Iron Age (0114) and one
Claudian (0104). This is one of the better groups of finds
and suggests that ditch 0031 was largely filled by the mid
60s.

The latest of the east to west ditches was 0051, which
cut across ditch 0031 and was open when pottery kiln 0075
was constructed. Ditch 0051 was 1.70m wide and 0.75m
deep with a markedly V-shaped profile except where it was
disturbed by kiln-related activity. No dating evidence was
recovered that could be separated from the kiln phase.
It should be noted that although ditch 0041 has been
related to the phase 1 group, the pit (0071) containing kiln
material which cuts it may have been aligned on it in the
same way that kiln 0075lay in ditch 0051. Most of the few
pottery sherds from 0041 were possible kiln products
which may or may not be intrusive.
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Iv. The Pottery Kilns (Phase 2a)
phase1

(Fig. 7 and Plates I, II)

phase1a

Of the two kilns excavated, the larger (0075) lay north of
and was earlier than 0079. Both had two opposed stoke
holes and were generally similar in construction. A third
feature, pit 0071, contained similar debris but was
apparently not a kiln .

phase2

phase2a

\
•

\

phase3

I
I
I
I
I

10m

\

Kiln0075
Kiln 0075 had an oval chamber 1.04m wide and 1.20m
long which was set into ditch 0051. The chamber wall was
clay, about 0.12m thick and burnt hard on the inside face,
which survived up to 0.38m high. There was no sign of any
clay floor within the chamber and the underlying sand was
burnt red near the walls. At both the east and west ends
there was a narrow (0.28m wide) flue opening, of which
the top survived only at the west end where the height of
the gap was 0.20m. Traces of walling and clay on the floor
indicated that the flues extended up to 0.40m from the
chamber into the stoke holes. Both stoke holes, 0078 and
0056, sloped gradually up from the flues and were about
1.80m long. The kiln was clearly positioned within ditch
0051 which was only partially backfilled at the time. The
chamber was filled with broken pottery, mixed with much
charcoal in the upper part of the layer and sealed by soft
pink clay. These layers extended into the stoke holes and
seem to represent a mixture of dumping and collapsed kiln
debris. There were no signs of any in situ supports within
the chamber.

\
\

\
\
j

I
I

--- --- ---

I
I

,---- -----\______ _

I

Kiln0079
Kiln 0079 was similar in plan to kiln 0075 but smaller and
was situated to the south of ditch 0051. On the south side
the chamber wall was damaged by the cutting of ditch
0065. The chamber was 0.80m wide and 0.95m long. The
walls were about 0.10m thick and survived up to 0.17m
high. The west flue was 0.17m wide and O.lOm high; the
east end was again more collapsed. The stoke hole areas
were circular, 1.20m (0052) and 0.80m (0082) across and
sloping up from the kiln. Stoke hole 0052 was not clearly
differentiated from the stoke hole (0078) of kiln 0075 in
excavation but at the east end stoke hole 0082 could be seen
to cut stoke hole 0056. The basal fill of the chamber was a
mixture of pottery and charcoal, irregular but averaging
0.05m deep, sealed by up to 0.10m of mixed purple clay
with a brown sandy fill above. The pottery with charcoal
layer extended into the stoke holes. Again there was no clay
floor at the base of the furnace chamber- although a small
area of burnt clay lined the east flue- and the undisturbed
sand below was burnt red all through the chamber and into
the flue entrance areas. There was no trace of any internal
supports here either.

-- I

-

I

I

I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I

I

I

Pit0071
The junction of ditches 0041 and 0031 was obscured by an
oval pit, 0071, 4.4m by 2.5m and about 1m deep, which
contained much pottery, charcoal and baked clay
fragments similar to material in the kilns and their stoke
holes. However, excavation showed no evidence of any in
situ kiln structure and it was assumed to be a pit dug for
disposing of debris from the kilns, although the possibility
that it was a pit for clamp firing is also discussed below.

1..-·-·-

Figure 5 Plan showing the phasing. Scale 1:625
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Plate 11 Kiln 0079 flue arch
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Figure 7 Plan and sections of the pottery kilns. Section conventions as Figure 6. Scale 1:40
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V. Later Roman and Undated Features (Phase 3)

enclosure. Most of the finds from ditch 0065 derived from
the kilns (it cut the south edge of kiln 0079) but section
0008 contained later Roman grey ware sherds of at least
2nd-century date.
Three possible post hole structures are indicated on the
plan as 0085, 0086 and 0087. There was also a group of
charcoal filled small pits, 0089, 0090, 0091, (each
approximately l.IOm by 0.07m) with burnt soil beneath,
presumably hearths, on the north edge of the excavation;
the post holes in this area also contained charcoal. A small
pit (0088) to the east of this group was lined with 0.03m of
unburnt clay, perhaps to hold water. None of these features
produced datable artefacts.

(Figs 3, 4, 5, 6)
Ditch 0065 was about l.lm wide and 0.4m deep with a
rounded profile. It formed the most complete enclosure
excavated with a south east corner within the main
excavation area. To the north only the line of 0065 was
machine stripped until the north-east corner was reached,
85m from the south edge. The north edge was some way
down the hill-slope. An entrance, 4m wide, was found 35m
from the south corner and two unexcavated post holes were
probably part of this entrance. On the north side of the gap
ditch 0070 might have been an internal subdivision of the

9
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7

Figure 8 Copper alloy brooches and strap ends. Scale 1:1
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Chapter 3. The Finds
2.

I. Coins
by Judith Plouviez

Both of these appear to be fairly typical examples of the
Colchester brooch which is broadly dated to the first half
of the 1st century. Mackreth suggests (1991, 122) that
production ceased by AD 45.

Two copper alloy coins oflron Age date
0109

Diameter 13mm, weight 1.17g. Obv. a pair of sinuous animals,
one with bristles, around a 4-spoke wheel. Rev. celtic style
horse to right with wavy legs, pellet and ring in front, small
ring beneath and a trace of a ring on shoulder. Found on the
surface of a natural ice wedge feature at the southern end of
the excavation.

3.

This is Hobbs ( 1996) nos 402-406, an uncommon type
grouped with 'Early Uninscribed Bronze'. Hobbs no. 404
was found at Brettenham, Norfolk (Evans Collection, G 12)
and two others are recorded in Suffolk from the late Iron
Age and Roman settlement at Coddenham (SMR reference
COD 017). The date is probably broadly mid 1st-century
BC (Hobbs 1996, 16).
0114

Colchester type, upper bow only, very corroded. Plain short flat
wings, circular section bow. The bow has either worn away or it was
deliberately sharpened to a point. SF 0116. Unstratified.

4.

Diameter 14.4mm, weight 1.53g. Obv. traces of a wreath
around rectangular tablet, very worn. Rev. romanised horse to
right with head facing and raised front leg. Probably from ditch
0031.

5.

A bronze unit of Cunobelin, minted at Camulodunum, type
as Van Arsdell (1989) 2101-1, Hobbs (1996) nos
1987-1990. Probably a late product of Cunobelinus who
reigned c.AD 10-40.
Eight Roman copper alloy coins

Colchester derivative with double pierced lug type. Upper part only
surviving. Plain semi-cylindrical wings. The bow is roughly circular
in section and plain, with an angular step between the bow sides and
the wings. SF 0103, found in the machined soil layer, in the top of
the second spit.
Colchester derivative with double pierced lug type. Only the pin is
missing. The spring has 10 turns. Two incised lines on the semicylindrical wing terminals. The bow is flat-backed with fluted sides.
A rib with lightly incised angled lines extends from the spring
attachment lug along the central upper bow and has a small notch at
the top. Below this raised rib the flat central part of the bow has an
incised rocker zigzag. The catchplate has a circle within a triangular
motif giving three holes (shaped from the outer face) and a filed slot
for the pin. SF 0106, found in the southern part of the excavation,
not in an identifiable feature.
Colchester derivative with double pierced lug type. Missing part of
the spring and the pin. Plain semi-cylindrical wings. The bow is
flat-backed and has a convex upper face. The spring attachment lug
extends smoothly to form a rib along the centre of the upper bow.
The foot has a small rounded knob with an angular moulding at its
junction with the bow. The catchplate has one large triangular hole
and does not have a filed pin slot. SF 0113, found in the machined
soil layer, in the top of the second spit.

The Colchester derivative with the spring chord and axis
bar passing through the two holes in a lug on the rear of the
head is also referred to as the Harlow type (Mackreth 1991,
123) and developed around the middle of the 1st century,
either just pre- or immediately post-Conquest. It probably
continued in production into the early part of the 2nd
century. However brooch 0106 is a large example of one
of the standard versions of the type (Hull's Colchester B,
as Crummy 1983, 12), for example broadly similar to the
possibly pre-Conquest example from Skeleton Green
(Partridge 1981, 137, fig. 69no. 25). The foot knob on0113
is unusual on this type but there are a few similar
unpublished examples from Suffolk, including unstratified
ones from the 1985 excavation at Pakenham and the
197311974 work at Hacheston.

0104, 0108 and 0119 Probably all irregular asses of Claudius I (Rev.
Minerva to right), though they are very corroded. Diameters
are 27, 23, and 22mm respectively. 0104 was found in the top
of either ditch 0031 or an adjacent natural ice wedge feature.
0108 was higher in machined levels in the southern half of the
site, 0119 was unstratified. Claudian copies date from between
AD 43 and the mid 60s (Kenyan 1987).
0100
Sestenius of Faustina II, posthumous, Rev. an altar. AD 175.
Unstratified.
0121
Very corroded as (not Claudian). 1st or 2nd century.
Unstratified.
0124
Constantine I, Rev. Beata Tranqvilitas altar, mint PTR (Triet).
AD 318-324. Unstratified.
0101
Constantinian, Rev. Gloria Exercitvs 2 standards type, irregular
issue. AD
Unstratified.
Not numbered Magnentius, Rev. Salvs dd nn avg et caes, mint illegible,
as LRBC II, 19. AD
Unstratified, found in spoil from
the trial trenches.

6.

The small number of Roman coins, considering the site was
thoroughly metal-detected, suggests a marked drop in
activity by the late Roman period (post-260 coins normally
comprise around 85% of site finds). The group of mid
1st-century Claudian copies is relatively unusual in a rural
context and some might argue suggests a military presence.

Not illustrated. Part of the spring only, probably from a La Tene ill
type. (Nauheim derivative or similar). SF 0115. Unstratified. 1st
century AD.

There were no other identifiable Iron Age or Roman copper
alloy objects; apart from the two Saxon strap ends
described below, only six other pieces were found and
these were all either definitely or probably post-medieval.

TI. Copper Alloy Objects

Saxon strap ends
(Fig. 8)

by Judith Plouviez

7.

Iron Age and Roman brooches
(Fig. 8)
1.

Colchester type, damaged wing and spring, extremely corroded.
Plain flat wings, circular section bow. It possibly had rectangular
holes piercing the catchplate. SF 0105, from ditch 0031 or an
adjacent natural feature.

8.

11

Broken at the point where it split for attachment of the strap. Simply
executed animal head terminal with roughly incised lines indicating
the main features and dots for the eyes, the left one of which is
pierced through. Behind the head two rectangular recessed fields
contain an opaque white paste (?enamel). The back is plain with a
grey discoloured area, possibly the remains of solder, in the centre,
behind the ears part of the head. SF 0102.
Two pieces found together but not joining. Split end with rivet holes
in two lobes. A rectangular panel contains silver wire inlay in a
double spiral. A high relief Y-shaped moulding also has applied

rv. Brick and Tile
All fragments (total weight 2.4kg) derived from mixed
contexts and were of post-medieval type.

V. Animal bone
Only fifteen fragments were recovered.

VI. Pottery
A total of73kg of pottery of all periods was recovered from
the excavation, of which the bulk (about 90%) was Roman
and mostly kiln products. There were fifteen sherds oflate
Neolithic-early Bronze Age wares, mainly Grooved Ware,
all of which derived from later contexts. The hand-made
Iron Age wares (some 227 sherds); the bulk of the early
Roman material and a single middle Saxon sherd are
considered separately below. A small amount of later
Roman and post-Roman material was found, including two
sherds of late Roman Oxford ware and about twenty
post-medieval sherds.

The Iron Age hand-made vessels
by Edward Martin and Judith Plouviez
(Fig. 10)
1.

Figure 9 Puddingstone quem (SF 0111). Scale 1:4

2.
silver on the top within the outline. This part, with relief round eyes
beside it, is probably a face. The separate tapering terminal is very
corroded but has the animal head with round ears in low relief. SF
0112.

3.

Both strap ends are variations on a common East Anglian
type (Thomas 1996), datable to the 9th century. They were
found in the machined soil, at the top of the second spit.
The only contemporary material from the site is a single
middle Saxon Ipswich ware rim, also in the upper soil
levels, in one of the trial trenches (0001).

4.

m. Stone
by Judith Plouviez
(Fig. 9)
9.

Rim, thickened and slightly out-turned. Dark grey-brown fabric,
oxidised on the interior to a reddish brown. Contains a moderate
amount of finely crushed burnt flint and a small amount of fine
rounded quartz sand. From pit 0061.
Rim, beaded form. Dark brown-black fabric. Fabric contains grog
and sparse rounded quartz sand. From ditch 0076.
Complete profile, including 50% of the base, about 30% of the body
but only 10% of the rim, of a straight-sided, flat-based vessel with
slightly in-turned rim. The exterior surface has vertical, rough
smoothing marks between the shoulder and the base, and is sooted.
Black fabric, oxidised to brown at the surfaces, reddish brown in
some patches of the exterior. There are plentiful organic temper
voids, very occasional quartz sand grains and fairly plentiful mica
flecks visible. From ditch 0076.
Rim and body of an elongated reverse-S profile jar. The upper half
of the exterior and the interior rim lip are burnished; the lower half
of the exterior has been smoothed. A decorative band, at the base of
the burnished area, consists of lightly impressed lines, a 3-line
zigzag bounded by single lines. The fabric is dark grey-black with
organic voids, very similar to No.3. From ditch 0076.

Numbers 3 and 4 are similar to material from the 1975
excavation at Burgh (Martin 1988, 38 nos 4, 5, 6 and 39
nos 32, 34) from contexts dated to the first half of the 1st
century AD. The in-turned bead rim on No. 2 is a less
common form but does occur at Burgh (Martin 1988, 42
no. 87) in the same phase.
Flint-tempered fabrics are, in general, earlier than sand,
grog or organic-tempered wares, and therefore rim 1, from
a separate pit, may be earlier than the rest of the material.
But the form does suggest that it is probably contemporary
with the other illustrated pieces. A total of sixty-nine flinttempered sherds was found scattered across the site, quite
often in residual contexts, and it is likely that some of this
assemblage does include earlier Iron Age material. A larger
quantity (158 sherds) of the later hand-made fabrics,
similar to 2, 3 and 4 was recovered from a mixture of
primary and secondary contexts.

Just over half of the upper stone of a puddingstone quem. A
square-section horizontal hole for a handle partly survives. There is
also a groove with iron staining indicating the position of an exterior
iron band. There is a burnt area on part of the side. The puddingstone
is fairly fine grained; the flint pebbles are grey and average lOmm
in diameter. SF 0111. Found during machining in the central part of
the site quite close to the pottery kilns.

Puddingstone querns seem to occur in late Iron Age
contexts (West 1990, 93) and the earlier part of the Roman
period (Buckley and Major 1983, 76).
10. Not illustrated. Lava quem fragments, weighing 2.4kg in total, were
almost all found in contexts associated with the pottery kilns. The
import of lava quems began in the military phase (AD 43-49) at
Colchester (Buckley and Major 1983, 75).
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Figure 10 Iron Age hand-made pottery. Scale 1:2

99.2% of all the pottery by rim EVEs, and 96.6% by weight
(Table 2). All six of these are likely to consist mainly of
variations of the same basic fabric, which was produced in
versions distinguished in our fabric codes as finer or
coarser, or oxidised or reduced (fabric codes DJ, DZ, GX,
UR, GX/DJ, HZ). The basic Wherstead fabric is a sandy
ware with no other obvious tempering. The sand is usually
very fine, with some larger grains, and there are scarce
nodules of red and black iron ore.
It is unclear how deliberate the oxidised/reduced
distinctions are in this group since the material is often
badly abraded, sometimes unevenly fired and of course all
are potentially reject products. There is some clear
differentiation between coarser or finer grained fabrics but
this does not always conform to the expected form type, as
noted below for the stamped platter types. Fabric colours
are commonly grey or grey-brown, oxidising to orange;
where a burnished surface survives (for example some of
the platters and the ring and dot beakers) it is often black.
Inclusions noticed (at x10 magnification) were red and
black sub-rounded ironstone, rounded colourless quartz,
and mica; sometimes clay pellets, grog or white clay
streaks also occur.
In general no differences were observed between the
fabrics associated with the two kilns (0079 and 0075). A
very few vessels (only twenty sherds, weighing 271g),
mostly from pit 0071, were observed to have rather high
mica content. These grey fabrics with a high silver mica
content have been suggested as originating in the
Wattisfield area of north Suffolk. In the absence of
chemical analyses it not possible to be wholly certain of
the origins of these micaceous vessels.

The Roman pottery
by Robin Symonds
Introduction
The pottery brief was to examine the material in the light
of knowledge of the substantial well-dated and quantified
groups from Colchester. Colchester is the nearest urban
centre and, at a distance of fifteen miles (23.5km), was
relatively accessible to the inhabitants ofWherstead. Few
other groups of 1st-century pottery are available from the
Trinovantian area of south Suffolk and even fewer have
been sufficiently quantified to allow meaningful
comparison. As it soon became clear that a model of
Wherstead as a Colchester satellite was not wholly
appropriate, the material was also examined in terms of
'native' and 'new' origins, with particular reference to
Thompson (1982) on Belgic types and the military fortress
at Usk(Greene 1993). This study was published in French
(Symonds 1994) and has been partially incorporated into
the discussion of the form types below.
A total of 3932 sherds were studied, weighing 65015g
and comprising 102.28 rim EVEs and 88.18 base EVEs.
These had been found in twenty-six contexts, plus
'unstratified'. The pottery was recorded using (mainly) the
fabric plus form codes devised for recording Roman
pottery at Colchester (Symonds and Wade 1999), of which
precisely 100 fabric/form combinations were used for
Wherstead, although this is a statistic which belies the
general homogeneity of the material.
Fabrics
The number of distinct fabrics was very low: only thirteen
fabric categories were used, and of these six account for
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Code
Fabric
No. o[ sherds
Kiln products:
DZ
fine/decorated oxidised ware
159
DJ
coarse oxidised ware
398
UR
fine grey/black ware in terra nigra forms
294
GX
coarse reduced ware
2,485
GX/DJ
coarse oxidised/reduced ware
469
HZ
grass/other tempered ware
81
3,886
Subtotal
(98.8%)
Non-kiln fabrics:
PC
pre-Roman pottery (incomplete sample)
26
SG
South Gaulish sarnian ware
CG
Central Gaulish sarnian ware
1
AA
amphora
2
'IZ
white ware mortaria
14
HD
shell-tempered ware
fine grey/black ware in other forms
46
Subtotal
(1.2%)
3,932
Totals

ux

Weight(gl
2,357
4,391
7,220
40,976
5,421
2,430
62,795
(96.6%)
257
20
8
436
1,446
26
27
2,220
(3.4%)
65,015

Rim EVEs

Base EVEs

3.47
9.18
21.84
65.85

4.45
6.27
17.14
59.1

1.13
101.47
(99.2%)

1.03
87.99
(99.8%)

0.05
0.19

0.66
0.1
0.81
(0.8%)
102.28

0.19
(0.2%)
88.18

Table 2 Descriptions and quantification of the fabrics

Forms
All of the identifiable forms are described and quantified
in Table 3. The most common forms, which account for
80% of all forms by rim EVEs, are as summarised in Table

Colchester, but was made in a Neronian kiln found near Sheepen in 1971
(Syrnonds and Wade 1999,474, fig 6.13 no. 323). The handle with twisted
decoration, No. 5, compares with the Cam 166c example from Colchester
(Hawkes and Hull1947, pi. LXV) which is again probably a Hofheimtype with two handles.

4.

2. Narrow mouthed jars, Cam 231-232 (Fig.ll, 6-15)
The narrow mouthed jar form was made in the Rhineland (Gose 1950, taf
26-27, nos 346-348) and in northern Gaul (Tuffreau-Libre 1980,
109-112, fig. 37 no. 1) from the Augustan period and it appears in
contemporary Belgic assemblages in Britain (Thompson 1982 ii,
405-407). Versions of the form continued in use at Colchester until the
4th century (Hull1963, fig. 104,186; Symonds and Wade 1999, fig. 6.77).
The Wherstead examples are mostly in a reduced fabric and closely
resemble Colchester types except for Nos 10 and 15. No. 10 has white
painted decoration on a burnished oxidised fabric, a technique more often
found some three centuries later, but also an element of the West Stow
range in the 1st century (West 1990, 85-86, fig. 60 nos 286-296). Most
examples have incised line cordon decoration, sometimes with wavy
lines, on the upper body below the neck. No. 15 is exceptional in having
no decoration or cordons.

All but one of these principal forms are typical of
1st-century types found and thought to have been made at
Colchester. There are four exceptional Wherstead forms,
although only one, DZ 76 ('ring and dot' beakers), is
sufficiently common to merit inclusion in Table 4.
Catalogue of illustrated forms
1. Flagons
The flagons were certainly a significant proportion of Wherstead
production (18.6% by sherd count), but less than 2% of the flagon sherds
(by sherd count, 38% by weight) could be associated with a specific type.
The fabrics are not entirely distinguishable from other forms (except for
No.4, a base which has an orange exterior and a smaller range of inclusions
suggesting that it might not be a Wherstead product) . Although many of
the other pieces have a relatively paler grey surface it is not the typical
white or cream fabrics usually found. The form is entirely Roman in
origin; Greene (1993,11-22) shows that the flagon has clear
Mediterranean antecedents while Thompson (1982) demonstrates that it
does not figure amongst the Belgic pottery of the 1st century BC.

3. Beakers
3a. Butt beakers or beakers derived from butt beakers, Cam 119 (Fig. 11,
16-17)
The butt beaker is another type whose origins may be both Roman and
Belgic, but the Wherstead examples, all in a fine reduced fabric, are
similar to the evolved form Cam 119, dated from Claudian until the end
of the 1st century (Hawkes and Hull1947, 237-240; Symonds and Wade
1999, 473). However they all have rouletted decoration whereas the
Colchester examples are usually comb-decorated.

la. Ring-Necked flagons (Fig.11, 1,2)
This type, with four or five rings, was the commonest flagon type at
Colchester and in most of Britain and northern Gaul during the Flavian
period and up to the end of the 2nd century. The earliest examples of the
form in northern Europe were found in the Rhineland in the Augustan
period (Gose 1950, taf 30, 365-366) and it was made at Colchester in the
first, military, phase occupation between 43 and49/55 AD. The Wherstead
examples, with their very straight necks and three or four rings, are of
1st-century type in contrast with the cup-shaped mouths of 2nd-century
examples. Another possible production site for this form in south Suffolk
has been identified at Nayland-with-Wissington (Swan 1984, 609).

3b. Globular beakers with evened rims, Cam 108 ( Fig.ll, 18-20)
At Colchester the everted rim beaker probably evolved from the butt
beaker, particularly from the Cam 119 type just described. The Whers:ead
examples are mostly in an oxidised fabric and without decorauon,
whereas the Colchester ones are usually comb-decorated. The main
production period at Colchester was in the mid-1st century, but the form
is current from the Claudian period until the end of the century (Symonds
and Wade 1999, 472).

lb. Hojheim-typeflagons with two handles (Fig.11, 3,5)
The Hofheim-type is generally considered to be the earliest flagon type
found in England, with some examples imported from the Rhineland in
the Augustan and Tiberian periods. However the Wherstead products are
closer to Greenes Type 2 at Usk (1993, fig. 3), which is a Romano-British
form developed in the Claudian period. The two-handled type is rare at

3c. 'Ring and dot' beakers (Fig. 11, 21-25)
So-called 'ring and dot' beakers are a form perhaps best known in
where they are found in contexts dated c.50-100, and they are classified
according to the Southwark type series as Type m.B.1 (Marsh and Tyers
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VI

Fabric

Form

Type

DZ
DZ
DZ
DZ

lz
45
76
90

unusual rims
carinatedlcampanulate (Drag 27/29) bowls with straight neck and plain rim
'ring and dot' beakers with short everted rim
other beakers
indistinguishable forms
flagon/jar bases, with square-cut inset footring
curved-walled shallow dishes/bowls, with plain, bead or flat rim
carinated/campanulate bowls (Drag 27/29), cupped mouth and bead rim
other carinatedlcampanulate bowls
jars with neck and shoulder
straight shouldered jars with plain rounded/everted rim
Hofheim type flagons with simple rim, curved outside
flagons related to Hofheim type
ring-necked flagons, straight-necked with four rings
ring-necked flagons, straight-necked with six rings
other flagons
lids, flat/slightly domed with plain rounded rim
plain tazze-type pedestals, flat-bottomed
various unusual forms

DJ
DJ
DJ
DJ
DJ
DJ
DJ
DJ
DJ
DJ
DJ
DJ
DJ
DJ
DJ

65
74
81
89
91
93
158
160
195
220

UR
UR
UR
UR
UR
UR
UR
UR
UR

3b
3c
14
15
17
24
44
44g
47

UR
UR
UR
UR
UR
UR

48
54
54b
54c
90
95

bases of dishes/platters, plain or footring missing
bases of dishes/platters, with footring
Cam 8/24 (1 ); with ridge at bottom inside of rim
Cam 24Ca- Cam 8/24 (2); with no ridge at bottom inside of rim
Cam24Cb
Cam 14
Cam 16A, Ac orB/Cam fig. 47,11 (or with rim not distinguishable)
UR 44 with internal groove
UR 44 but with one low shallow external groove under rim. Includes mis-identified
flanged bowl with relief decoration
UR 44 but with two low shallow external grooves under rim
other dishes/platters
ditto
ditto
lids
other or unusual forms

ox
ox
ox
ox
ox
ox
ox

lb
le
Id
lz
2e
2f

indistinguishable forms
bowl/jar rims
beaker/jar rims
jar rims, various
other rims
bodysherds, of beakers/jars, folded
of flagons/jars, various

3a
16
50

55

Sherd no.

Weight(g)

Rim
EVEs

Base
EVEs

149
8

21
8
2298
30

0.13
0.14
3.2

4.45

21,22,23,24,25

4.57

4

3
11
9
62
37
I
I
2
I
2
I
265

12
183
57
415
283
49
6
630
54
406
112
1894
161
19
110

0.57
4.36

50,51

0.11
0.1
1.04

3

5
2
0.4
0.16
0.44

6

93

1003
14
31
178
1440
2858
967
232

0.1
0.11
0.2
1.03
4.37
9.59
4.2
l.l6

15
186
47
12
74
70

0.2
0.5

2
6
3
2
1070
I
5
7
31
498

13563
32
19
65
10
232
3537

1,2

0.7

55
2
12
60
87
37
19

Illustration nos, comments

0.38

0.22
0.07
0.25

7.57

4.21

74
75
76
stamps P.82, P.85
stamps P.35-37, P.45-51, P.83-84, P92
69

63, stamp P.41
66,67,68,70 stamps P.43
64,65
57-61

0.51

stampP.34

0.15
0.8
1.9

73
62,72

56
35

-"'

Fabric

Form

Type

GX
GX
GX
GX
GX
GX
GX
GX

2y
3f
3g
3gb
3gc
3i
3m
3p

GX
GX
GX
GX
GX
GX
GX
GX

3t
3x
3z
4
22
28
30
31

GX
GX
GX
GX
GX

32
41
43
55
60

GX
GX
GX
GX

67
93

GX
GX
GX
GX
GX
GX
GX

111
131
133
134
142
143
151

GX

154

GX
GX

161
165

GX
GX

178
193

narrow necked jarslflagons with a collar around the neck
flagon/jar bases, plain
flagon/jar bases, with footring
flagon/jar bases, with externally grooved inset footring
flagon/jar bases, with footring and grooved base
beaker/jar bases, with footring
beaker bases, plain or other
bases of pedestal urns, but with slightly beaded footring and rounded central
underside of base
bases of pedestal jars/beakers, with flat base
jar bases, with embryonic or ill-defined footrings
other bases
counters
Cam 218A, carinated jars/bowls, rounded at carination
Cam 219, carinated jars/bowls, with flattened-out shoulder
Cam 220/2221230, jars/bowls with narrow cordon(s)/grooves at shoulder
Cam 221, similar jars/bowls with no cordon but with visibly high shoulder and short
body
other jars/bowls (includes Cam 224 and 225)
Cam 2411242, sharply carinated bowls with hooked/lid-seated rim
other carinated bowls
Cam 243-246, deep bowls
Drag 35/36/Cam46/317/318, hemispherical bowls with rim rising slightly above the
flange
bowls with short, curved flanges (probably not lids)
mise bowls with various decoration types
Cam 108-type everted rimmed globular beakers/jars, rims only
Cam 108, everted rimmed globular beakers/jars with mid-body not present, various
decoration types
variations of Cam 108 with plain or aborted rim
butt beakers with combed decoration
butt beakers with variant rim forms
butt beakers, other (shoulder not visible)
beakers/jars without necks, with bead rim
beakers/jars without necks, with rounded rim
Cam 266, plain jars with rounded or slightly hooked rim, short concave neck,
bulbous body and plain slightly restricted flat base
probably Cam 266 but with shoulder not present (rims) or rim not present
(bodysherds and bases)
Cam 260/271, jars similar to Cam 266 but with ribs/grooves on upper body
Cam 270, jars with thickly rounded short neck and a single band of notches at the
join of neck and shoulder, with hooked rim
other unusual and/or mise jar and jar/beaker forms
Cam 2311232/280/285, thick rounded-rimmed narrow mouthed jars with thinner rim
& neck with rounded or slightly hooked rim

lOO
110

Sherd no.

Weight (g)

57
43
49

954
2469
1415
727
581
76
28
842

5
8

5
4
9
lO
8
4
146
2
2

437
402
94
2
2109
57
48
16

Rim
EVEs

41
13.03
0.08
0.24
0.17
1.23
4.7

110
29
1
4

1130
1649
93
56
23

0.7
0.18

2
9
60
32

12
181
593
147

0.1
0.81
8.33
0.26

4
21
3
26
4
1
75

39
326
19
1176
25
5
2280

0.64
2.38
0.3
1
0.38
0.04
12.6

5

103

2

34
48

0.15

1
93

12
3676

0.12
14.96

Base
EVEs

Illustration nos, comments

17.21
14.22
2.14
5.97
1.21
0.28
3.85

38
41
42

36,37

3.86
4.83
0.3

39
40

0.55

43-46

0.9

47,48,49

52-55
19

20
16,17
0.98

15 (?narrow jar)
18
26-32

1.9

6,7,8,9,11,12 ?grafitto

Fabric

Form

Type

GX
GX
GX
GX

195
196
200
220

Cam 231/232/280/285 with scribed lattice/lines on neck cordon
other narrow mouthed jars similar to types 193,195
other narrow mouthed jars
lid seated jars

GJ(/DJ

.._)

indistinguishable forms

HZ
HZ
HZ
HZ
HZ
HZ
HZ
HZ

lb
2b
2c
3c
3e
17
22

HZ
HZ
HZ

25
27
35

indistinguishable forms
rims of types 1{}-20 (large storage jars)
bodysherds of types 1{}-20
bodysherds of types 22-45
bases of types 1{}-20, without footring or lip
bases of types 22-45, without footring or lip
large storage jars but with sharply hooked rims
medium sized storage jars with plain everted rim and well-defined neck, not hooked
or semi-hooked
medium sized storage jars but with hooked or semi-hooked rim
medium sized storage jars with ribbed/grooved body (coarse version ofGX 161)
Small-medium jars with short everted rim, no neck and bulbous body

Probable imported fabrics
PC
no specific forms distinguished (sample only of hand-made material, see above for
complete group)
SG
Drag form 18R
CG
Dragform27
AA
Dressel form 2-4 (1); form not distinguished (1)
168
TZ
Cam 195B
HO
26
medium sized jars without necks with bead rim (shell tempered version of GX 142)
44
ux
other or indistinguishable narrow necked flagons
Totals

Table 3 Complete fabric/form listing

Sherd 110.

Weight (g)

Rim
EVEs

3
13
7
13

293
958
202
142

1.44
0.09
0.27
1.11

469

5421

2

19
12
60
977
308
93
213
20

0.16
0.05

4
1

659
46
23

0.67
0.15
0.1

26

257

0.05

1
2
14
1
I

20
8
436
1446
26
27

3932

65015

59
2
2
3

5

Base
EVEs
0.9

Illustration nos, commellts
13,14
10
33

0.12
0.06

0.85

34

0.19

(context 0031)
(context 0064)
(context 0031(1))
31 (context0056,0067)
(context 0083)

0.66
0.1

102.28

88.18

Fabridform code

Form description

sherds

%

g

%

Rim EVEs

%

Base EVEs

%

DJ 81,91,93,158

I flagons

270

18.6

3042

10.5

3.60

3.6

GX 193-200

2 narrow mouthed jars Cam 231/232

116

8.0

5129

17.8

16.76

16.6

2.80

14.1

GX 131-134

3a butt beakers Cam 119

50

3.4

1521

5.3

3.68

3.6

0.98

4.9

GX 100-111

3b everted rimmed globular beakers/jars

9.2

DZ76

3c ring and dot beakers

4.45

22.4

GX 151

4a plain jars with short necks Cam 266

GX22

Sa carinated jars, rounded Cam 218

2.8

96

6.6

779

2.7

9.23

149

10.3

2298

8.0

3.20

3.2

75

5.2

2280

7.9

12.60

12.5

146

10.1

2109

7.3

13.03

12.9

0.55

GX40-43

5b sharply carinated bowls/jars Cam 241/242

30

2.1

1742

6.0

4.70

4.7

0.90

4.5

DJ 50-55

Se cupped mouth bowls

99

6.8

698

2.4

4.36

4.3

1.00

5.0

UR24

6a Terra Nigra type platters Cam 14

60

4.1

1440

5.0

4.37

4.3

2.00

10.1

15.0

4.21

21.2

13.6

3.01

15.1

UR44-48

6b,c Terra Nigra type platters Cam 16/21
other identifiable forms
Totals

144

9.9

4072

14.1

15.15

486

33.5

6799

23.6

13.75

1451

28867

100.83

88.18

Table 4 Summary of the principal forms

1978, 569 and fig. 239). More detailed description has been provided by
Green ( 1978), who recognises one main fabric (A) which is orange-cream
coloured, and a single vessel in a second fabric (B) which is brown with
a cream slip. Green suggests that all the London examples are likely to be
from the Verularniurn region or somewhere more local, 'despite the
apparent lack of examples from excavated kilns at Brockley Hill, Radlett,
Bricket Wood and Verularniurn, and despite the dramatically different
texture of the coarse wares produced there ( 1978, 115). Indeed the fabric
of 'ring and dot' beakers in London is so distinctive that the current
MoLAS recording system classifies them as a fabric group, encoded as
RDBK (Davies et al. 1994,142). Recent work on the pottery from the
pre-basilican buildings at the Leadenhall Court site has shown that RDBK
vessels account for 1.85% (by EVEs) ofthe material assigned to the early
Flavian period, rising to 3.04% in the mid-Flavian period, and declining
to 0.86% by the end of the Flavian period (J. Groves, pers. comm.).
In his 1990 paper on pottery production at Cherry Hinton, Cambridge
- where the fine wares seem to have been dominated by 'ring and dot'
type beakers- Evans writes that 'The only kiln site from which beakers
of a similar type fairly certainly originate is Colchester... from kiln 26'
(1990, 21). However, the evidence for this statement is provided by only
a single vessel (Hull 1963, fig. 91, no. 27), in a kiln group which clearly
contained some non-local material. (Later in the same paper Evans
qualifies his view, by referring to the Hull piece as a possible exception
( 1990, 24) and to Colchester as a possible production site of 'ring and dot'
beakers (1990, 28); italics added). Recent work has shown that the form
is relatively rare on occupation sites at Colchester, where in some 5.6
tonnes or 5,200 EVEs of quantified pottery it comprises only 1933g or
5.35 EVEs, or 0.18% (by EVEs) of the pottery dated up to c.AD 901125
(cf. Syrnonds and Wade 1999, fig. 5.27 nos 96-106).
Evans also points out that the decorative motifs on 'ring and dot' -type
beakers are nearly all derived from Central Gaulish glazed wares (1990,
21), which is remarkable, since the latter wares are exceedingly rare in
Roman Britain, and, furthermore, since beakers of similar form or with
similar motifs are thernselves not the most common of Central Gaulish
glazed ware types. Interestingly, however, glazed-ware vessels which can
be related in style to 'ring and dot' beakers appear to become rather more
common at sites geographically further away from Central Gaul, if the
numbers of examples in three recent publications are representative: for
Usk, in Wales, Greene shows as many as sixteen glazed vessels (47% out
of a total of thirty-four) which have either barbotine dot decoration or are
beakers with short everted rims, or both (1979, Chapter 9, figs 41-2, nos
8, 10-12, 14 and 16 and fig. 43, nos 1-9 and 12); for Colchester, the
present writer shows just six examples (20% out of a total of thirty;
Syrnonds and Hatcher 1989, fig. I, nos RG 62, 75-7, 87 and 93); while
for Norrnandie, Jigan illustrates just a single example (2% out of fortyseven) (1988 fig. 1. no. 3 ). This is, nevertheless, a rather tenuous relationship between vessel-types which are far from identical: not one of the
glazed-ware vessels cited above actually has both barbotine rings and dots
together, and many of the forms are fairly distant from the everted-rimmed
beakers found at Wherstead and Cherry Hinton (see also Hughes 1904).
One vessel (Greene 1979, fig. 42, no. 16) comes quite close in size and
shape, while lacking barbotine rings, but many other examples might be
said to have as much or more in common with poppy-head beakers, since
the latter form also normally has patterns of barbotine dots.

Both Evans and Green remark on the fact that there is no obvious
function for these vessels. Although this is clearly a problem which cries
out for analyses of organic residues, it seems to this writer that one likely
function is as beer tankards despite the awkward short rim shape. Another
possible function might be as a container for hot soup or broth (to be drunk
with a spoon), suggested by the generally wide mouth and the fact that
examples found in London often have sooting or burning marks (J.
Groves, pers. comm).
The Wherstead products are in both oxidised and reduced fabrics,
usually burnished, and the barbotine is not distinguishable by colour.
4.Jars

4a. Plain jars with shon necks, Cam 266, (Fig.l2, 26-32)
This plain jar, with rounded or slightly hooked rim, is the single most
common form found at Colchester (Syrnonds and Wade 1999, 479). The
short neck distinguishes it from its successor, Cam 268, which often has
a more undercut rim and in which the shoulder virtually joins the base of
the rim. Cam 266 belongs mainly to the 1st century, with its origins in
both Augustan Roman pottery (Greene 1993,22-25, fig 4, type 11) and in
Belgic pottery (Thornpson 1982, ii, 391-393). As at Colchester the
Wherstead examples are in a standard reduced fabric. The form was also
produced at Stowrnarket in Suffolk (Plouviez 1989) with form Sa below.
4b. Lid-seated jars (Fig.l2, 33)
This form is a variant of the preceding one, with a groove on the inside
of the rim which is often interpreted as a lid seating. (This is also a
possibility for form 5b below). The presence oflids (form 8) at Wherstead
might support this thesis, but it is equally possible that in most cases the
groove was a typological variation which did not relate directly to the
vessel's function. The illustrated example is in an oxidised fabric but
others were reduced.
4c. Large jars with undercut rim (Fig.l2, 34)
Large storage jars, in a vegetable tempered fabric, are only either 1% (by
EVES) or 4% (by weight) of the Wherstead assemblage. The fabric
appears visually similar to the other common fabrics on the site but
tempered with straw or other vegetable material, resulting in a stronger
and lighter pot. The form is another variant of the short-necked plain jar
with a more undercut rim.
4d. Other jars (Fig.l2, 35-42)
The other illustrated jar forms are in reduced fabrics, sometimes patchy.
Most consist of the lower body and bases of plain jars or bowls, however
they include two bases (36 and 37) of form Cam 204, a pear-shaped urn
with trumpet-shaped pedestal (Hawkes and Hull 1947, 257-258, pi.
LXXIV; see also Thornpson 1982, Type AS, 65-69). According to Hawkes
and Hull and Thornpson this is a Belgic form of Continental inspiration
which is found mainly in Essex. This Continental inspiration is elusive,
given that the form is consistently dated after the beginning of the 1st
century AD and that it is absent from all the major contemporary type
series for northern Gaul, Gallia Belgica and Germany (for example
Holwerda 1941, Gose 1950, Tuffreau-Libre 1980, Ben Redjeb 1985 and
all the type series illustrated in Societe Fram;aise de l'etude de la
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Ceramique Antique en Gaule, Actes du Congres de Tournai 1992, a
volume partly dedicated to gallo-belgic wares). Close examination of the
fabrics of Nos 36 and 37 suggests that a very slightly different clay was
used for the pedestal which was made separately from the main body the difference is clearer in the case of No.36, but almost certainly
accidental.

flanged bowl is, like the ring and dot beakers, a form known primarily
from London, where it is most commonly mica dusted but also occurs in
a fine grey fabric (Marsh 1978, '!ype 34.12-15, 166-169). It is entirely
absent from the Camulodunum type series and, apart from a single mica
dusted example, from the new Colchester series (Symonds and Wade
1999, fig. 5.21 no. 128). The form is also present in mica dusted ware at
Arras (Tuffreau-Libre 1978, fig. 1, no.9), at Braives (Gustin 1985, 81 and
at Holdeurn (Nijmegen; Holwerda 1944, pi. ll no.l05)
fig. 29 nos
and in the Gose (1950, taf 16 no.241) series. However none of these
possible parallels have comparable applied decoration and in general their
contexts suggest a date nearer the end of the 1st century than the middle.
Unfortunately we do not have a single complete profile example and since
the fine, usually reduced fabric is the same as used forthe terra nigra forms
it was thought at first that these were the sides of an unusual platter rather
than flanges. However the surviving bead of the rim on No. 59 is
unambiguous. The decoration of applied trails and phallic shapes would
also not be visible on a platter form.

5. Bowls
5a. Carinated cordonned bowls Cam 218 (Fig 12, 43-46)
The typologically earliest form made at Wherstead, the carinated bowl or
jar Cam 218 is a Belgic type which was made at Colchester before the
Conquest in the fabric described by Hawkes and Hull as 'thick soapy
native fine ware', nowadays described as grog-tempered ware. At
Colchester 'after the conquest, though thinner "romanizing" ware
becomes more common the form (218A) continues unchanged and was
not very often made in Roman grey ware' (Hawkes and Hull 1947, 259).
However recent excavations at Colchester (post-AD 43) have produced
significant percentages of Cam 218 in a grey sandy Roman fabric and the
form continued to be produced at least until the beginning of the Flavian
period (Symonds and Wade 1999, 477). The Wherstead examples are in
a reduced fabric like the Colchester material. The purely British origin of
the form is confirmed by its complete absence from the Usk fortress. This
form was the second main product of the Stowmarket kiln (Plouviez 1989)

5f. Other bowls (Fig. 13, 55, 56, 62)
This category includes a range of bowls in fine or coarse reduced wares.
The illustrated piece worthy of comment is No. 55, in a fine fabric with
a dark surface, similar to samian form Drag 29 and with moulded
decoration; this is the third of the types unique to Wherstead. Like the
excised decorated bowls (5d above) this form is imitating glass bowls. In
this case it is the hemispherical moulded bowls like the examples
illustrated by H6richt (1991, fig. 13 band c), with leafy decoration very
close to the upper frieze on an ovoid flagon shown by Price (1991, fig.
11 ). I do not know of any parallel for moulded decoration on a grey ware
bowl and this seems to be another example of the surprising originality
of the Wherstead potters.

5b. Sharply carinated bowls, Cam 2411242 (Fig .12, 47-49)
A second Belgic form which did not occur at Usk was this sharply
carinated bowl form. However it is dated by Thompson ( 1982, '!YPe G2-5,
489) as post-43. Hawkes and Hull (1947, 264-265) refer to continental
antecedents but these are mainly bowls with a generally similar type of
carination rather than close parallels. The Wherstead examples are in the
standard reduced fabric.

6. Terra Nigra type platters
(and see below for descriptions and discussion of the stamped pieces by
Valerie Rigby)

5c. Cupped mouth bowls (Fig. 13, 50, 51)
There are several origins for the campanulate bowl. The upper part is
similar to the Belgic form Cam 76, but the romanised examples,
particularly Cam 331, have a tendency to lose the pedestal in favour of a
simple foot, so that the whole pot looks more like ·a large variant of samian
Drag 27. The Wherstead versions fall into this second category, and as at
Colchester they can occur with or without handles, in an oxidised white
or off-white fabric. It is a form which continues in production at
Colchester up to 150 but begins by 50 (Symonds and Wade 1999, 483)
and which is found in the earliest levels at Usk (Greene 1993, Type 20,
36-38). These pieces seem to be from a different clay source, with the
low iron content necessary for a cream fabric and very few inclusions,
and they are perhaps not Wherstead products - a possibility supported
by their discovery in ditch 0051 contexts rather than the kiln contexts.

6a. Cam 14 (Fig. 13, 63)
Form Cam 14 was noted by Hawkes and Hull (1947, 220) as one of the
common forms at Camulodunum, both in fine imported black ware and
in local reduced wares very similar to Wherstead.
6b. Cam 21 (Fig. 13, 64-65)
This form is common at Colchester both before and after the conquest in
a reduced grey fabric.
6c. Cam 16b (Fig. 13, 66-68)
According to Hawkes and Hull (1947, 220--221) and Rigby (below) this
form was produced in the Neronian and Flavian periods at Colchester,
which makes it one of the later forms produced at Wherstead.

5d. Excised decorated hemispherical bowls (Fig. 13, 52-54)
This hemispherical bowl with flat rim and excised decoration, is one of
three forms apparently unique to Wherstead. Neither its shape nor its
decoration are particularly close to any known form of the 1st century
(aside from the general abundance of hemispherical bowls among fine
wares). The term, 'excised decoration' (also sometimes known as
'cut-glass technique'), was coined by Leredde and Jacob (1974) to
describe a style of decoration found mainly on 2nd and 3rd-century
Central and East Gaulish samian and fine colour-coated wares. The design
is created by gouging small chunks of clay from the surface of the vessel
before the slip is applied. Effectively it is the reverse of barbotine
decoration. It is a technique which occurs very rarely in the 1st century
on any pottery types, the Wherstead style is noticeably different from the
later samian or colour-coated wares, and closer to the scribed, burnished
lines found on some 2nd-century BB1, BB2 and similar wares (cf., for
example, Gillam 1970, Type 224).
In fact the Wherstead bowls are copying contemporary glass bowls
which have either a similar excised decoration or more commonly vertical
pillar moulding in the same arrangement. Two bowls showing the two
decorative styles were illustrated by Rtitti (1988, abb 14) and two bowls
close in form to the Wherstead ones were illustrated by Simona (1991,
tav 3, 236.1.013 and fig. 37, 011.1.017).
All the Wherstead examples are in a fine burnished fabric, some
reduced and some oxidised. The production of this form (of which there
are three or four examples) suggests the presence of potters capable of
some originality, not a common aspect of 1st-century provincial Roman
pottery workshops.

6d. Cam 8124 (Fig. 13, 69)
By contrast this form is one of the earlier types produced at Wherstead;
it is one of the most common forms at Colchester where it is found in both
grog-tempered Belgic and grey Romanised fabrics.
6e. Platter similar to samian Ritterling I (Fig./3, 70)
It is very likely that this platter is part of the terra nigra series relating to
Cam 16A rather than a direct samian copy. The single example is in a
reduced fabric similar to the other platters.
7. Mortarium (Fig. 13, 71)
This is comparable to Colchester products, form Cam 195 (Hawkes and
Hull 1947, 256 and fig 53 no 33) dated to the 1st century. However the
fabric of this single example is very similar to the other Wherstead
material and not a white or cream clay. Like some of the other vessels the
degree of oxidation is variable. There are traces of a whitish slip on both
the interior and exterior. Unusually the trituration grits are also pieces of
grog of similar fabric - a practice not known from elsewhere and
suggesting a lack of understanding of the function of the vessel.

8. Lids (Fig.13, 72-74)
The Wherstead material includes only three lids of which two are in a dark
reduced fabric with burnished surfaces (72, 73) and one in an oxidised
fabric (74). The latter type was current at Colchester from 43 onwards,
although the oxidised fabric examples were only numerous in the 1st
century, after which the coarse grey ware examples became dominant. By
contrast the lids in the fine grey fabric are rare everywhere and these
examples show a significant typological divergence from the few
Camulodunum examples (Hawkes and Hull1947, 273 and pi. LXXXV,
nos 16a, 16b).

5e. Flanged bowls (Fig. 13, 57-61)
The flanged bowl with applied decoration (as Nos 59-61) is the second
form unique to Wherstead, but with interesting parallels. The early
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9. Other forms

in the late 1st and 2nd centuries at Lezoux in Central Gaul (Vertet 1972;
Symonds 1992, 10 and fig. 4 nos 51-52), The form is also found in mica
dusted ware in northern France (Tuffreau-Libre 1978, figs 2-5) and in
London (Marsh 1978, 165 type 32). The Wherstead example however is
in an oxidised ware and the style is markedly simpler than all the cited
examples. There is also one fragment of a patera handle from the West
Stow production site (West 1990, 84, 86, no 301).

9a. Tazza (Fig.l3, 75)

The only example of a tazza or incense burner is in a coarse, mainly
reduced fabric with burnished surfaces. These do not appear before 43 at
Colchester and are rare before 60 (Symonds and Wade 1999, 476).
9b. Patera handle (Fig.13, 76)

This is again an unusual type. The patera is normally a bronze vessel and
the best known pottery examples were in samian or Rhenish type wares
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Figure 14 Graph comparing the occurrence of the major pottery forms at Wherstead with Colchester

Chronology
Three groups of contexts containing Wherstead products
can be distinguished:
Pit 0071 , later than ditch 0031 but not directly related
to the kilns
Kiln 0075, set in ditch 0051
Kiln 0079, later than kiln 0075
Most of the other material was found in further areas of
burnt debris dumped in ditch 0051, and so is broadly
contemporary with the use and backfilling of kiln 0075.
The vast majority of the pottery was found in kiln 0075
contexts, and the full range of illustrated types and stamps
occur in this group. However at the spot dating stage it was
noted that pit 0071 contained more Belgic type fabrics and
the analysis shows a far higher proportion of vegetable
tempered fabrics , HZ, used for storage vessel forms , (46%
by weight, 21% by count) than occurred in the kiln groups.
Forms present in pit 0071 include Cam 266 type necked
jars, narrow mouthed jars, large and medium sized storage
jars and platters copying Cam 8/24 and Cam 14. It did not
include any flagons, any stamped platters or any of the
exotic forms such as the ring and dot beakers and the
decorated bowls; but given the very small relative size of
the group (2,895g) this is not necessarily diagnostic
although it does suggest some chronological or functional
distinction.
The later kiln group, 0079, is both small and likely to
include pieces contemporary with the earlier kiln. Few
joins were noted between the two kiln groups but pieces of

the excised decorated bowl, No. 52, did occur in the fills
of both kiln 0079 and stoke hole 0056. The range of forms
appears very similar to the large kiln group - other
illustrated pieces are a platter, No. 65, from kiln 0079 and
a barbotine dot beaker, No. 23, from stoke hole 0052 plus
one stamped piece, P.92, from stoke hole 0082 -and gaps
such as a virtual absence of flagon forms are unlikely to be
significant given the relative quantities of material (there
was less than 5,000g from the small kiln contexts and about
50,000g from the larger one).
Discussion
Aside from the four unexpected forms described above (3c,
5d, Se, 5f No. 55), the majority of the forms made at
Wherstead are found in 1st-century contexts at Colchester.
Figure 14 shows clearly, however, that the frequency of
these forms does not follow the same pattern as at
Colchester, where there is not only much more variety, but
also where three forms important at Wherstead, terra nigra
platters (Nos 63-69), narrow mouthed jars (Nos 6-15) and
carinated bowls (Nos 43-46), do not occur in nearly such
significant quantities. Comparison of the types found at a
kiln site with those found on occupation sites is never a
wholly straightforward task, and in this case Colchester is
both a town and a production centre which also received
relatively high proportions of imported pottery, both from
the Continent and from Romano-British sources.
During the processing of the pottery, the similarities
with Colchester material suggested that Wherstead might
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be described as a 'satellite' workshop, closely related to
Colchester. But closer examination of the resulting data
shows that the association was probably much less direct
than that description might suggest. Wherstead's potters
may well have functioned just as independently of other
centres as those at Cherry Hinton or at the various sites in
the Wattisfield area. In truth we know very little of the
relations ofWherstead's potters with their contemporaries,
except that for the most part they seem to have made the
popular vessel-types of their day, albeit in somewhat
different respective quantities from other pottery centres.
The major interest in the Wherstead assemblage is the
remarkable diversity of origins represented by the different
types. The carinated bowls and the trumpet-shaped
pedestal urns for example are essentially Belgic forms. The
butt beakers, the narrow mouthed jars, the plain short
necked jars and the terra nigra type platters are both Belgic
and Romanised. Whereas the flagons, the ring and dot
beakers, the mortarium, the tazza and the patera handle are
completely Romanised forms. The bowls with excised
decoration and the moulded bowl are apparently copies of
contemporary glass and the flanged bowls with relief
decoration are so far unique to Wherstead.
There is no evidence for pre-Roman pottery
manufacture on the site. Judging by the pottery alone,
production appears to have been limited to the 1st century
AD, probably between about 50 and 70 and no single factor
necessitates a date later than 60. It is difficult to decide
whether the material should be dated pre- or post- the
Boudiccan revolt in 60. This is a period when one might
expect daily life in this area of Britain to be dominated by
the effect of occupation by the Roman army, and not a time
at which one would expect to find such freedom of
expression and borrowing from such a range of originals
by rural potters. One question must be whether they had
had any direct contact with the Roman army, and indeed
whether they were aiming to supply the network of forts
established locally after 60.

The dies
Die A A( ..... ) or (..... )V.., a bordered Copy with only the
initial or final letter legible. There are nine definite and six
possible impressions from this die. No examples have been
identified on any other site.
Die A occurs on at least two different platter forms both
closely copying imported Gallo-Belgic prototypes
originally in terra nigra. The most common, with four
definite examples, is Cam 16, which has a rounded wall
profile; the size range is more or less standardised with
footring diameters about 800mm, and rim diameters about
21 Omm. There are also two different variants copying Cam
14, Cam 24 and 28, each with an off-set on the inside just
below the lip (Hawkes and Hull1947). The upper surface
of all examples where evidence has survived abrasion was
decorated with two incised circles.
Although stamped with the same die, the fabrics vary
considerably in texture and finish. There is a fine-grained
smooth ware, typically given a sandwich firing to produce
a glossy dark grey or black finish, as Nos 41 and 49, which
resembles the products of the West Stow potteries. Coarse
sand temper had been added to Nos 39 and 40, so that
abraded areas are rough and gritty.
Die B IIIIIIII. One example only. This is the simplest
die-style used, and examples have been found widely in
Britain.
Die C probably IIIVI, there is no clear impression. Two
definite and three possible examples. All examples are in
a similar fine sandy ware with sparse fine mica and
noticeable argillaceous pellets which are natural to either
the clay matrix or the sand temper. It is a common die-style,
and stamps have been found widely in Britain.
Die D 1.11( .... ) bordered. One incomplete example
only. Stylistically it is rare; spotted dies usually comprise
V- motifs, or a mixture of V- and I- motifs, as at West Stow.
Discussion
Both of the imported prototypes for these platters were
common in the period c.S0--70, while Cam 16 was still
available up to c.85; therefore it is probable that production
of close copies began around 60 and may have continued
after imports ceased to be readily available.
The recognised dies are stylistically unrelated which
suggests that four different potters may have worked on the
site. Differences within the group stamped with Die A are
however as great, if not greater, than those between other
die-groups, while the form and fabric ranges do not reflect
any great changes in fabrication technique and typology,
so that no chronological factor need be involved, and all
could have been produced by one potter, or within a
workshop. A few grey or black vessels may reflect the
intended firing results. Few platters in red or orange
oxidised fabrics have been found in Southern Britain, so
that it is extremely unlikely that all oxidised examples were
intended, some at least are more probably the result of
mis-firing or subsequent burning.
The Wherstead platters show no connection with West
Stow products. Since Wherstead lies less than 20 miles
from Colchester, it is likely to have been within the regional
sphere of influence of developments within the Colchester
potteries, and Colchester may have been a market for some
products. Similar platters, although stamped with different
dies, have been found at Colchester in burials dated to the
Flavian period and in settlement debris (May 1930, pi. xci,
4 - Taylor Collection group 4/19, nos 815-818).

The potters' stamps
by ValRigby
Introduction
Although cups and platters in coarse wares, stamped with
their maker's mark or name are fairly common occurrences
on British sites, Wherstead is only the fifth kiln site in
Britain to provide convincing evidence for their
production. It is second to West Stow for the number of
stamps recovered (West 1990), and followed by
Wigginholt, Sussex (Evans 1974), Rushden, Northants
(Woods and Hastings 1984) and Keston, Kent (Philp et al.
1991). Clearly, there were numerous other production
centres, the Oxfordshire potteries were involved in the late
1st and 2nd centuries, as were kilns in or near Colchester,
but no relevant kiln assemblages have been published.
Due to post-firing conditions, the sherds are generally
in poor condition with many stamps fragmented and
abraded, hence illegible. As a result, only four dies could
be identified with any degree of certainty. Die A, the most
common, could not be fully read, and almost half of the
stamps could only be attributed by the shape and
proportions of the impression.
None of the stamps have been drawn because of their
poor condition, but examples of Dies A, Band Dare shown
in Plates Ill-VI.
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Catalogue
Notes:
1. All stamps are central on the upper surface unless stated
otherwise.
2. All forms are platters with a shallow, more or less useless
footring unless stated otherwise.
3. Decoration of the upper surfaces:
PlC= pair of incised circles, about IOmm apart, around the
stamp
21C = two incised circles, about 20mm apart, around the
stamp
??? = No evidence of decoration due to surface abrasion
(-)=No decoration on the upper surface.

Plate III Potter's stamp Die A

Die A
P.37 Die A fragment. ?Cam 16 copy; PlC; orange fine sandy ware;
burnished upper, abraded lower surface.
P.39 Die A complete. Cam 16 copy (Fig. 13 No.67); 21C; sandy ware;
grey matrix; grey-black burnished surfaces. This may be one of the
intended firing results.
P.40 Die A complete. (PI. ill). Cam 16 copy; PlC; sandy ware; burnt or
over-fired - grey core, orange under-surfaces, grey surfaces;
burnished upper, abraded lower surfaces.
P.41 Die A complete. Cam 24; 21C; smooth ware; sandwich firing brown core, orange under surfaces, brown burnished surfaces. This
may be one of the intended firing results.
P.43 Die A fragment. Form unknown; ?PlC; ware as P.41, but oxidised
throughout; burnished finish.
P.45 Die A fragment. (Pl.IV). ?Cam 16 copy; PlC; fine sandy ware;
oxidised throughout; burnished upper, abraded lower surface.
P.48 Die A fragment. Form unknown; 21C; smooth grey-black ware. This
may be the intended firing result.
P.49 Die A complete. ?Cam 16copy; PlC; ware as P.41.
P.92 Die A fragment. ?Cam 16 copy; PlC; orange fine sandy ware with
argillaceous pellets; burnished upper, abraded lower surface.
P.32 ?Die A complete. Cam 28; (Fig. 13 No. 63); ?IC; over-fired grey
sandy ware; a spalled waster with no finish .
P.36?Die A fragment. ?Cam 16 copy; ???; ware as P.92; burnt and
abraded.
P.47 ?Die A fragment. Form unknown; ???; fine sandy ware; badly fired
and abraded.
P.Sl ?Die A fragment. ?Cam 16 copy; PlC; over-frred fine sandy ware;
abraded.
P.84 ?Die A fragment. ?Cam 16 copy; 21C; over-fired fine sandy ware.
P.83 ?Die A fragment. ?Cam 16 copy; 21C; over-fired fine sandy ware.

Plate IV Potter's stamp Die A

Plate V Potter's stamp Die B

DieB
P.SS Die B complete, (Pl.V). ?Cam 16 copy; 21C; over-fired and
discoloured smooth ware.
DieC
P.33 Die C complete. Cam 16 copy, (Fig.13 No.66); (-); orange sandy
ware with pellets; abraded surfaces.
P.34 Die C complete. Cam 16 copy; (- ); ware as P.33.
P.35 ?Die C complete. ?Cam 16 copy;???; ware as P.33.
P.46 ?Die C complete. ?Cam 16 copy; ???; ware as P.33.
P.SO ?Die C fragment. ?Cam 16 copy; ware as P.32, burnt and discoloured.

Plate VI Potter's stamp Die D

DieD
P.82 Die D fragment, (PI. VI). Form unknown; 21C; fine sandy ware;
sandwich firing - brown core, orange under-surfaces, black
burnished finish, now abraded. This may be the intended firing result.
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The inner, hardest fired face is dark grey in colour and
roughly smoothed to give a broadly ribbed, flattish surface.
The colour changes 15mm below the surface to an oxidised
orange-red. The outer face is brownish grey and mostly
very irregular, presumably reflecting the profile of the
ground against which it was constructed. There is,
however, one clear impression of a straight, presumably
wooden, stick. This impression was 12.8mm wide,
broadening to 19mm at the surface and 9mm deep.
Although found in pit 0071, this fragment closely
resembles the in situ structure of kiln 0075.

Triangular loom-weights
(Fig. 16)
By weight (10.5kg) these were half of the fired clay pieces
recovered from kiln-related contexts. In most cases the
fabric closely resembles the pottery from the kilns; the
pieces are often cracked and broken in ways that look like
firing damage which may have resulted from insufficient
temper for the thickness of object.
The form is fairly consistent, a thick triangular object
with a hole through one corner (in one case, two corners),
normally identified as a loom-weight of Iron Age type.

Figure 15 Ipswich ware. Scale 1:2

The Ipswich ware
by Keith Wade
(Fig. 15)
Rim sherd of a spouted pitcher in grey, sandy fabric with
pierced lug and decorated with an incised pendant triangle
filled with stamped circle motifs. Found in the upper layer
of trial trench 0001.
These pitchers were probably the most highly valued
products of the industry and were exported far outside the
East Anglian Kingdom (Hurst 1976).
Within the Kingdom, they rarely form more than 5% of
any middle Saxon Ipswich ware assemblage (being mostly
comprised of jars). No other Ipswich ware was identified
from this site and it would be tempting to view the find as
a casual loss rather than indicating occupation, if it were
not for the two strap ends of 9th-century date - but it is
an oddly atypical assemblage.

Description of loom-weights by context
0052
0056

Fragment, small. Weight 0.08kg.
i) Very sandy, soft fabric, oxidised with reduced surfaces.
Single hole. Greater than 60mm thick (one face missing).
Weight 0.74kg.
ii) Five pieces, probably one weight with single hole.
Thickness 64mm or more. Weight 0.26kg.
0071
i) (Fig. 16) Single fragment with two holes. Weight 0.16kg.
ii) Coarse fabric with large flint and organic inclusions. Single
hole. Thickness 53mm. Weight 0.68kg.
ill) Single hole. Irregular shape - faces not parallel so
thickness ranges from 48mm at one end of the hole to 72mm
at the other. Weight 0.76kg.
iv) Probably single hole. Thickness 60mm. Weight 0.15kg.
v) Twelve assorted fragments with part of hole present. Total
weight 1.25kg.
vi) Twenty-one assorted fragments with at least one original
surface present. Total weight 1.4lkg.
0075
(Fig. 16) Complete single hole example except for damage on
one face. Fabric reduced. Thickness 72mm. Sides measure
160mm by 160mm by 145mm. Weight 1.40kg.
0078and 0052 Corner fragment (two joining pieces), oxidised. Thickness
c. 62mm. Weight 0.21kg.
0078 and 0067 Joining fragments, semi-complete. Single hole, missing
one corner and part of another. Variable oxidisation of surfaces.
Thickness 76mm, side length 155mm. Weight 1.12kg.
0082
Single hole, semi-complete, missing one corner and part of
another and part of one face. Thickness c. 67mm, side length
160mm. Weight 1.05kg.
0999
Single hole, missing two corners. Thickness 76mm. Weight
1.25kg. A few ?grass impressions on one face.

VII. Fired Clay
by Judith Plouviez
A total of 24.25kg of fired clay was collected of which the
majority (22kg) related to the pottery kilns. This material
was divisible into three groups described below.

Thin 'plates' with vegetable impressions
These fragments varied from 4mm to 13mm thick, were
mostly 7mm or 8mm thick and reached a maximum size of
120mm across. The fabric of the clay was visually identical
to the pottery from the kilns but the exterior had grass or
chopped straw impressions (including some grain
impressions) all over, giving an extremely irregular
surface. The hardness and degree of oxidation of the fabric
varied; most of these pieces were oxidised. Most fragments
were flat or slightly curved; some of the larger pieces
undulated rather than curving in a single direction. Pieces
totally 9kg in weight derived mainly from the two pottery
kilns and theirrelated contexts (a very large amount, 4.3kg,
being from stoke pit 0056).

Discussion
It seems that around eleven examples of loom-weights are
represented in the collection. The weight of a complete one
was probably 1.5kg and the dimensions of the illustrated
0075 example (Fig. 16, upper) fairly typical. Most of the
corners were made with a slight dent which may have been
helpful in tying the weight in place. The dimensions and
weight are fairly typical for Iron Age loom-weights, but the
preponderance of single hole weights and the apparent
absence of three hole weights is unusual. It is also unusual
for two perforations to meet at the surface as occurs in an
example from pit 0071 (Fig. 16, lower) there is only one
instance of this in the large assemblage from Danebury,
Rants (Poole 1991, fig.7.48 no.7.131). Triangular

Kiln walling
From pit 0071 came a large fragment about 200mm by
150mm in surviving area and 80mm thick. The clay fabric
is similar to the kiln products except that it has a much more
open texture, giving a friable section with numerous visible
tiny holes.
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Figure 16 Triangular clay loom-weights from kiln 0075 (above) and pit 0071 (below). Scale 1:2

single thread (as in the reconstruction of an Anglo-Saxon
warp-weighted loom described in Plunkett 1999). The
suggestion in the context of wear marks that the weights
were suspended point down (Martin 1988, 63) might also
be relevant to the use of three perforations.
The Wherstead examples are of particular interest
because they were found in contexts relating to the Roman
pottery kilns and are likely to have been made in themso far this has not been recorded elsewhere. Initially it was
thought that they were kiln furniture, and this is discussed
further below in Chapter 4. However it is difficult to see a
reason for the perforations if they were intended to be
supports in a kiln, suggesting that they were made as
loom-weights but perhaps with secondary use in the kilns.

loom-weights are common on Iron Age sites after about
500 BC in England south of the Humber, and across the
North Sea in Belgium, Holland and northern Germany
(Elsdon 1980, 206). At Dragonby, Lines, Barford (1996,
330) notes that this site is unusual in having weights in late
pre-conquest and Roman contexts whereas in the
south-east they are less common on sites with 'Belgic'
pottery. In Suffolk they do occur in 'Belgic' contexts at
Burgh, but are commonest in Phase 2, early in the 1st
century (Martin 1988, 63). The interpretation of their use
in warp-weighted looms is generally accepted- although
Poole ( 1991, 406) queries the small size of the perforations
in relation to bundles of warp threads. It is more likely that
the warp bundles were tied to the weight by a separate
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Chapter 4. Discussion and Conclusions
I. Prehistoric Settlement
Recent work in south-east Suffolk has demonstrated that
hill top locations were frequently chosen for prehistoric,
particularly Iron Age, settlement (Martin 1993). Both
Wherstead and two of the sites described by Martin (Great
Bealings and Martlesham) also produced evidence of late
Neolithic activity associated with Grooved Ware pottery.
Unfortunately the circumstances of the Wherstead
excavation were such that any earlier prehistoric features,
which typically consist of small pits on other Suffolk sites,
were not properly identified or excavated here.
Iron Age settlement in Wherstead parish seems to
follow a similar pattern to that discussed in Martin (1993,
56) for the Fynn and Deben valleys, where sites were
shown to be regularly spaced at about half mile
(700m-1km) intervals on the high ground (around the 30m
contour) overlooking the valleys. A similar distribution can
be seen in the Gipping valley and is thus apparently true of
all the major valleys in the south-east of the county.
The Boume Hill settlement differs from the excavated
examples along the Fynn and the Gipping valleys in that,
by the 1st century at least, the area is enclosed. However
there are a number of middle and late Iron Age enclosures
in Essex and south Suffolk, though varying in character and
date. The Woodham Waiter site in the Chelmer valley
(Buckley and Hedges 1987) illustrates a sequence from a
sub-rectangular enclosure defined by a substantial single
ditch (2.5m wide, 1.2m deep) to an adjacent larger
rectangular enclosure consisting of a sequence of almost
parallel ditches between 2m and 2.4m wide and about 1m
deep. The Boume Hill ditches could well form part of a
complex similar to the later stages of Woodham Waiter,
which are also dated to the late Iron Age with large groups
of 1st-century pottery. There are also very late Iron Age
multiple ditched enclosures in Essex, particularly in the
Thames valley at Orsett Cock, Rainham and Mucking
(Buckley and Hedges 1987, 62-64). Again however, the
Boume Hill site has little information to contribute about
the use of these enclosed sites, as the outline is so
incomplete and we lack internal structural features or
significant assemblages of finds before part of the area was
used for pottery manufacture.

II. Pottery Production
Although we can be certain that there were only the two
kilns within the excavated area, the record of earlier finds
from Bourne Hill might suggest more. When the road to the
east of the excavation was widened in about 1920 pottery
was found, which is recorded as including carinated bowls
and jars and the rim of a storage jar (Ipswich Museum card
1937-23) and further pottery was said to have been found
here in 1947. The edge of the present road cutting lies
25-30m from the east edge of the excavation, at closest
some 50m from the kilns, showing that the earlier finds
were unlikely to be dumped material from the same kilns.
It may of course derive from the settlement rather than the

kilns, but the concentrations associated with kilns are more
likely to have been noticed.
At first sight the location of kilns on a dry hill top with
no obvious source of good quality clay seems a good
explanation for the short life of the industry. However the
modem map shows various small ponds on the slope of
Boume Hill and on similar areas around it, and a spring
was mentioned by a local resident but not seen during the
excavation - it is highly unlikely that the prehistoric
settlement would have been totally reliant on the Belstead
Brook some 500m away. Clay suitable for potting was also
available nearby, judging by the presence of brickworks
with extraction pits in the early 20th century just 120m
downhill to the north-west of the Roman kilns.
The discovery of the two twin-flued single chamber
kilns with no internal features adds to the diversity of kiln
types already identified in East Anglia. It also extends the
distribution of early examples of this type illustrated by
Swan (1984, map 12 and 117-118) which mainly occur in
the Savemake area of Wiltshire. The nearest closely
comparable examples are the early kilns atHighgate Wood,
in north London, which were located in ditches and
produced mainly coarse wares in the Neronian-Flavian
period (Swan 1984, 481).
If we ignore the twin flue aspect, the Wherstead kilns
do fit into a general 'early' kiln tradition characterised by
fairly shallow, relatively small structures which do not
have permanent supports or floors. These have been most
explored in the Nene Valley area (Woods 1974, Swan 1984,
55-58, Dannell and Wild 1987) but also occur in Essex at
Mucking and at Kelvedon (Swan 1984, 58). The precise
depth below ground surface of the Wherstead kilns cannot
be determined, however 0079 was only cut about 120mm
into the gravel subsoil, while 0075 made use of a largely
open ditch.
The use of the ditch can also be compared with the early
kilns mentioned above, although the normal pattern, at
Kelvedon for example, was to use the ditch as part of the
stoke hole area and position the kiln furnace beyond the
ditch edge. Being double-flued the Wherstead example
could only achieve the same effect by being aligned along
the open ditch, the same arrangement as the early
twin-flued kilns at Highgate mentioned above.
One of the interesting aspects of the kilns is their lack
of any internal structure and the absence of any of the
purpose made clay kiln bars which are normally associated
with the early Nene Valley and Essex kilns. It is possible
that previously fired pots were used as supports for the load
but no evidence, such as obviously non-Wherstead
products within the kiln chamber, was found to suggest
this. The number of triangular clay loom-weights in the
kiln contexts and in pit 0071 may be significant; although
again there is no direct evidence showing that these objects
were used to hold the unfired pots above the furnace floor,
it seems very possible. A similar function has been
suggested for the Bronze Age/early Iron Age pyramidshaped clay loom-weights as pot supports in surface clamp
firing at Badwell Ash, Suffolk (Swan 1984, 53-54) but this
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is very much earlier. The use of triangular loom-weights as
supports has been suggested at Dragonby (North
Lincolnshire) in a Trajanic context (Swan 1984, 465) and
at one of the 1st-century Wiltshire kiln sites (Tottenham
Deer Park, Great Bedwyn, Swan 1984, 659) where the
subsequent phase kilns were of a twin-flued type. At
Wherstead it is unfortunate that pit 0071 had to be
excavated very rapidly, because the material recovered
includes more loom-weights than were found in the kilns
and the pottery is slightly different in character from that
deposited in the kilns, with more grog and vegetable
tempered fabrics mainly used for storage jar forms. It does
seem just possible that 0071 is the debris from a clamp
firing, perhaps using the hollow area provided by a
partially infilled ditch (0041 ), either a predecessor of the
kilns or the contemporary preferred method for the more
utilitarian products. On the other hand the inclusion in pit
0071 of a lump of fired clay resembling the kiln walls may
show that this was simply a dump of debris from the kilns
- and whether the clay loom-weights were discarded
products or kiln furniture remains open to question.
Although the Wherstead potters may have been
inspired by some of the new vessel types available at
Colchester - where else would they have seen the glass
bowl prototypes for forms 5d and No. 55? - they were
certainly not copying the technology of Claudio-Neronian
kilns excavated there, which had solid clay oven floors
with vent holes and were rectangular in outline. This
reinforces the conclusions in the pottery report that
Wherstead was not closely related to the early Colchester
industry. A 1st-century kiln found at Martlesham, also in
south-east Suffolk, is rather more comparable to
Wherstead as it was circular and lacked any evidence of
floor or supports, but it had only a single flue. The twinflue kiln is however found later on at the small town of
Hacheston, to the north-east of Wherstead. Relatively few
of the Hacheston kilns have been sufficiently excavated to
record their structure, but one excavated in 1973 was
twin-flued with two central elongated pedestals and no
oven flooring, and it produced later 1st-century types. A
similar design of kiln, excavated in 1965, was in
production in the 3rd century.
The only excavated Suffolk kiln other than Martlesham
which is roughly contemporary with Wherstead is that at

Stowmarket. This was again very different, having a clay
floor with vent holes and two large pedestals. However, it
is possible that the Stowmarket kiln also had two stoke
holes (Plouviez 1989). The typological comparisons for the
pottery suggest production between 50 and 70, with a
suggestion that the potters stamps are post-60. The
stratigraphic evidence shows an apparent continuum of
enclosure ditches filled in and replaced on similar
alignments during the 1st century. The best dated group is
ditch 0031, late in the sequence but definitely infilled
before the cutting of ditch 0051, into which kiln 0075 was
set. If the key finds shown in Table 1 are not intrusive then
it seems unlikely that ditch 0031 went out of use until the
late 50s. Although possible, it is difficult to fit the ditch
sequence and the use of two (not contemporary) kilns into
the period up to 60, and the significance of the Boudiccan
revolt in 60 and its aftermath cannot be ignored Wherstead is only fifteen miles (23.5km) from Colchester,
one of Boudicca's first targets, and is just two and a half
miles (4km) east of the main road north from Colchester to
the military site at Coddenham and beyond to Caistor by
Norwich.
Neither the kiln technology nor the products resemble
a purely military installation. However the wide range of
forms might argue that an attempt was being made to cash
in on the military market during the short military
re-occupation of East Anglia after 60 - but the army
would have expected the flagon forms to be in a cream or
white fabric rather than a pale grey, and would almost
certainly have rejected a mortarium with soft grog grits.
Alternatively the potters were supplying a civilian market,
either before or after 60, and this is part of the process of
adaptation to changing circumstances in the East Anglian
countryside. Until definite Wherstead material is found in
well dated contexts elsewhere there is plenty of room for
debate.

ill. Post Roman Activity
The significance of the 9th-century strap ends and the
Ipswich ware pitcher remains unclear but settlement on the
hill at this time seems likely. The undated post-built
structures could be of this date.
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